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VIBRATIONAL EFFECTS WITH EXCITATION TRANSFER 
IN METASTABLE RARE-GAS-HALIDE COLLISlONS 

Received 16 February 1983: in final form 13 May 1953 

Collisions of .Ar(-‘P,.,) and Kr(-‘P ?.,) with Cl, and Br, were studied over the collision wcrg); rangs 0.01-0.5 rr\‘. wing a 
crossed-beam time-of-flight technique. The dependence of the IOISI chemiluminsscsnce cross sections (from cwimsr formation 
plus excitation transfer) on collision enrrgy follows the behavior expected from the orhitin, wxwtrollsd cum+crossing model. 
The energy dependence for excitation transfer does noi follow this model. and is quite different for Cl2 versus Br2. These 
results are explained by a phase-matching curve-crossin_e model. in terms of the X-/,X: trajectom motion and the phase of the _ . 
XT vibrational motion. 

1. Introduction 

There exist close similarities between metasta- 
ble rare-gas atoms (A*) and alkali-metal atoms 
(M) [l-3]. Collisions of both types of atoms with 
halogen molecules (X2) are characterized by cross- 
ings from neutral to ionic potential curves at large 
internuclear distances. leading to halide-atom 
transfer (AT) reactions. 

A*+X2+AX*+X, AT 

M+X1+MX+X. (1) 

These thermal reactions proceed via an inter- 
mediate ion-pair state. but ion-pair formation (IPF) 
as final products is only possible at energies above 
E = IP - EA, where E is the retalive translational 
(and internal) energy of the collision partners. IP 
is the ionization potential of the metastable or 
alkali atom, and EA is the electron affinity of the 
halogen. 

A*+X,+A++X;. IPF 

M+XZ-,Mi+X,. (2) 

The metastables are sometimes described as alkali 
atoms with a core hole. or “superalkalis”. As a 
result of the large amount of electronic excitation 
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energy carried b_v the metastabies. several compet- 
ing processes mav occur that arc absent xvith the 
alkalis. e.g.. excitation transfer (ET) and Penning 
ionization (PI): 

A*+X.--+XIX:. ET (3) 

A* +X2 -X+X: +t_ PI (4) 

.4t thermal energies alkali systems only have chan- 
nel (1) available_ \vhilc metastablc systems can 
have channels (1). (3) and (4) available. Alkali/ 
halogen collisions have been sstcnsivel_v studied 
and are well understood [4]. It is therefore of 
interest to study the counterpart metastabls colli- 
sions. with emphasis on the additional competative 
channels. 

Most of the available information on thermal 
A* + X, reaction channels derives from flo\ving- 
afterglow experiments [5]. They show that the gsn- 
eral features are the same as \vith thermal M + -X2 
reactions. but there are also significant differences. 
in particular in the energy disposal_ Some rnolecu- 
tar-beam experiments have also been done with 
these systems. Gillen et al. [2.3] have studied dif- 
ferential cross sections for ion-pair formation in 
fast collisions of Ar* with I,. and compared the 
results with the analogous reactions of K + I,. 
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Their results show that the behavior of the two 
systems is nearly the same, showing that the IPF 
process is not much influenced by the core hole in 
the rare-gas atom. Simons and co-workers [6.7] 
have used a hyperthermal rotor-accelerated atom- 
beam to study the collisional energy dependence 
of the Kr*. Xe*/Br? excimer formation cross sec- 
tions. and have also studied the energy depen- 
dence of the chemiluminescence polarization. 

In the present work we have studied the colli- 
sional energy depenence of reaction (3) with the 
Ar*. Kr*/CI., Brz systems in the thermal energy 

region. Reaction (3) competes with the major reac- 
tion (1). which yields excimers. Both reactions take 
place via the ion-pair intermediate shown in reac- 
tion (2). Reaction (3) involves a second crossing 
from the intermediate ionic curve back to a nrutra1 
curve correlating with Xs_ This second crossing 
depends strongly on the vibrational amplitude of 
the Xi intermediate ion. and therefore the re- 
lationship between the vibrational period and the 
collision time becomes important in determining 

the energy-transfer cross section. This vibrational 
phase-matching effect has been seen previously in 
studies of ion-pair formation in fast M/X, colli- 
sions [S]. in this work we demonstrate the impor- 
tance of vibrational-phase matching in controlling 
energy transfer in thermal A*/X, collisions_ 

2. Experimental 

The experimental method has been described in 
detail elsewhere [9]. Fig. 1 shows the experimental 
arrangement used in this work. An effusive beam 
from the rare-gas source passed through a Penning 
(cold cathode) gas discharge. a pulser wheel and 
sweeper plates. Ions and high Rydberg states are 
not expected to escape the high electric and mag- 
netic fields of the Penning source. However. the 
sweeper plates with a dc field of 1 kV/cm were 
provided as a precaution to eliminate any stray 
ions or high Rydberg states in the beam. The 
pulsed beam containing only ground-state and 
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metastable rare-gas atoms impinged on a tantalum 
ribbon detector and the ejected electrons were 
detected by a channel electron multiplier_ The A* 
beam traversed the effusive X, beam emerging 
from the halogen source, and the chemilumines- 
cence from the interaction region passed through a 
light filter and was detected by a EMI 9750 photo- 
multiplier tube. Both photons and metastables lvere 
counted as a function of arrival time. using a 
home-built multichannel scaler interfrtce to a 
minicomputer_ The halide beam was modulated by 
a chopper to provide for background measurement 
and subtraction_ Various light filters \vere used to 
isolate the chemiluminescence from different prod- 
ucts. A Corning 7-54 lightfilter was used to isolate 
the KrCl* and KrBr* chemiluminescence in the 
200-300 nm region. The ArX* emission and X* 
emission from ArX* predissociation are in the 
100-200 nm region. and were observed using a 
Corning 5-54 filter coated with 1 mg/cm’ of 
sodium salicilate [IO]. The VUV emission absorbed 
by the sodium salicilate gives broad fluorescence 
emission in the near UV region. most of which 
passes the 5-54 filter to be detected by the photo- 
multiplier tube. Interference filters with 10 nm 
bandwidths were used for isolating rhe X; emis- 
sion. The filters were centered on 250 nm for Cl; 
and 290 nm for Brf. corresponding to the maxima 
in the respective emission bands. 

3. Results and discussion 

3. I. TomI cross sections 

We have obtained the collisional energy depen- 
dence of the total chemiluninescence cross sections 
for the four systems of Ar( -‘PO_ ?) and Kr(‘P,_ :) 
with Cl2 and Br,. The sodium salicilate coated 
filter. which was used to detect the Ar escimers. 
has a flat wavelength response over the entire 
spectral region of interest_ This means that the 
detection efficiency is constant. even if the emis- 
sion spectrum changes with velocity. With the 
Corning 7-54 filter used in the detection of the Kr 
escimers, the detection efficiency might become 
velocity dependent if the emission spectrum were 

to change xv-it11 velocity. Holye\-sr. such sffecrs arr3 
likely to be ver_v small. 

In all cases the total chemiluminrscsnce cross 
section u-r is found to be proportional to Em”‘_ 
where E is the relative kinetic energy and JJI is a 
constant. Therefore ln( 0, ) (r - JU ln( E )_ 3s sho\vn 
in fig. 2 for the Kr*/Br, system. The Em”’ cross- 
section dependence holds up to an encrs_v E,,>,,. of 
0.1-O-2 eV. after which the cross section levels off. 

This behavior is readily esplained b! rhe orbiring- 
controlled curve-crossing model [I I]. In this model. 
collision processes are governed at lcnv energies lx- 
a long-range attractive potential of the form C,/R;_ 
The orbiting cross section for a kinetic energy E is 
given bv 

Here b,, is the maximum impact parameter for 
which the centrifugal barrier can be surmounted. 
The position of that brirricr is given b_v: 

R,,=+(s-‘)(C/E)“‘. (6) 

The ion-pair curve crosses the neutral curve at a 
distance R C‘. given approximately bv 

“,/R, = IP - EA. (7) 

The neutral and ionic cumes are sho\vn schemati- 
cally in fig. 3. When the internuclear distance R, is 
reached an electron jump takes place and the 
system proceeds on the ionic potential. leading to 
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Fig. 3. Schematic potential energy diagram. As S, vibrates 
following electron transfer at R,. the A-I-XT energy level 
oscillates with respect to the A+ +Xy level. E*(r,) is the 
maximum X; energy level (see fig. 4). which crosses the ionic 
curve at R:(r, ). As the XT internuclear distance increases due 
IO the X; vibrational expansion. E’(r) decreases (as shown in 
fig. 4) giving a smaller crossing distance R:(r). The minimum 
value of E*(r) may be above or below the ionic-potential 
minimum Emin. 

reaction with near unit probability. Therefore the 
total reaction-cross-section energy dependence can 
be described by eq. (5) for R, > R,. Setting R, = 
R, in eq. (6). the maximum energy for which 
or a E-"' should hold is approximately 

E InPX = [(s4),'2]=C/R~. (8) 

For larger energies the cross section is expected to 
level off. since on the ionic l/R potential there is 
no centrifugal barrier. 

rl ‘2 rtx-Xi 

Fig. 4. Schenratic potential-energy diagram as a function of 
halogen internuclear distance. at a fixed A-X, distance. EA is 
the vertical electron affinity of X, at r,_ After the transition. 
X; vibrates between rl and ra_ 

Table 1 shows the values for s and E,,,, ob- 
tained from plots such as fig. 2. The fact that s in 
most cases is lower than 6 seems to indicate long- 
range adiabatic potentials that are more attractive 
than unperturbed r-’ (van der Waals) potentials_ 
The values of C were calculated using the 
Slater-Kirkwood approximation [ 121. and eq. (8) 
was then used to estimate R,. The results for R, 
are all of the order of 5 A. as expected from the 
harpoon model. According to that model the cross- 
ing distance can be calculated with eq. (7). Using 
an “effective*’ EA of 1.9 eV for X,, in accordance 
with the results of the alkali/halogen studies [14], 
we obtain R, values of 6.2 A for the Ar systems 

Table 1 
Dynamical parameters for A* + X2 total chemilttminescence reactions 

Reactant 5’) Eh’ InDL CC’ RJ’ 

(A; 
EA ::I EA“ 

( F 0.4) (20.05 eV) (eV jP) (eV) (eV) 

Ar’+Cl, 5.2 0.13 431 5.2 1.4 2.4 
Ar’ + Bra 6.2 0.12 590 4.4 0.8 2.5 
Kr’+Cla 4.7 0.11 445 6.2 1.8 2.4 
Kr* + Bra 5.5 0.20 609 4.8 1.1 2.5 

n’ The long-range potential is V = C/R’, and s = 2/m. where nz is determined from the experimental-cross-section energy 
dependence, o a E-“. 

h’ The maximum energy for which (I a I?“. 
=’ see ref. [12]. d’ Determined from eq. (8). 
=’ The effective halogen-molecule electron affinities from eq. (7). Since EA,,, is a dynamical variable. it may depend on A’ as well as 

on Xa (see text). 
r ’ Thermochemical halogen-molecule electron affinities from ref. [ 131. 
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and 6.6 A for the Kr systems. Alternatively the 3.2. Escirutiotl lrattsfer 
effective (or “reactive”) electron affinity can be 
calculated using eq. (7) and the R, values esti- According to flowing-afterslow experiments 
mated from eq. (8). Those results are also given in with these systems, AT is the dominant reaction 
table 1. together with the thermochemical electron and ET is a relatively small reaction channel [SJ. 
affinities. The effective EAs are less than the ther- The available information is summarized in table 
mochemical EAs. as illustrated by the schematic 2. and will be discussed below. Penning ionization 

X3 and XT potential energy diagram shown in fig. 
4. The thermochemical EL4 corresponds approxi- 
mately to the difference in the XT and X, 
ground-state levels. The effective EL4 should corre- 

%ble Z 

spond roughly to the vertical EA shown. However. 
Percentage of quenching cross sscbms durt IO sukh-m arms- 

the EA,,, is in fact a dynamical variable, since it is 
ter for A* t X 2 systems. Sss rd. [S] 

the vertical EA of the X, molecule perrcrrhed by rhe 
ReLlgen1 Cl2 Br, 12 

uppronching A* atom. Therefore the EA,,, values i\r’ _7 7 

may depend on A* as well as X2> as found in table 
Kr’ 12 25 

XS’ 0 2 20 

Ar*+ Br, 

COLLISION VELOCITY [m/s] 

Fig. 5. Relative branching ratios far excitation of Cl, md Brz as 1 function of collision velocity. HsIo_ren emission is divided by tolal 
chenduminescence to give the reistiw cross section oET/aT_ 



is unimportant for these systems: with Kr it is 
energetically inaccesible. while with Ar it con- 
stitutes less than 1% of the total cross section 

[5,15]. For ET and AT alike the collisional energy 
dependence of the reaction cross section below 

IT,,,:, \ is mainly determined by the long-range 
forces. i.e.. the “close collision” or “orbiting” cross 
section described above. Any effect on the cross 
section for a specific reaction channel which is due 
to the collision dynamics at shorter internuclear 
distances must be superimposed onto that strong 
hchavior and is therefore difficult to observe. In 
order to bring out the dynamics of ET we have 
divided the halogen fluorescrnce signal by thr 

total chemiluninescencr signal. to give the relative 
branching ratio u,~-,./u,- as a function of collision 
energy. The results are shown in fig. 5. The results 
with Kr are seen to be noisier because in those 
cases the excited-halogen radiation overlaps that 
of the excimer. As a result the ET channel could 
not be separated as well as in the .4r cases. 

It is clear that systems with different rare gases 
behave alike. while systems with different halogen 
molecules do not. We propose the following model. 
Referring to fig. 3. it is known that at thermal 
energies nearly all trajectories that reach the cross- 
ing distance R, will proceed on the ionic surface 
[4]. Trajectories that entirely follow the ionic 
surface may be assumed to lead to atom transfer. 
For ET to occur. a second crossing must take 
place from the ionic surface onto a A + X5 poten- 
tial lvhich crosses the ionic surface at R: (fig. 3). 
In considering the possible second crossing we 
note thar one-rlectron processes are much more 
probable than two-electron rearrangements. The 
“rr Ig state can be formed from X, by a one-elec- 
tron transition, since its electron configuration is 
a’a%‘a while that of the negative ion is (~%%‘a. 
The only other possibility is the 1 ‘S: state with a 
OC%‘CI configuration. Other states with a suitable 
electron configuration are unbound and lie below 
the ionic potential well [16,17]. We therefore as- 
sign the halogen fluorescence to the 3L12s state. 
.4lthough there are a large number of other excited 
halogen states that are energetically accessible_ 
thrre are several arguments to support this assign- 
ment. First of all it is consistant with the wave- 
length of the emission isolated by our interference 

filters [5.18]. It is also close to the radiation in- 
volved with halogen UV laser action. which is 
assigned to this level [19]. Population of such a 
state through a cascade from higher Rydberg states 
is unlikely. because of the long lifetimes expected 
for such states [20]. Molecules in high Rydberg 
states would escape the observation region of our 
experiments before being detected. Gundel et al. 
[ 181 note that in their experiments with Ar* + Cl, 
they did not observe high Rydberg states of Cl,. 
We have performed a check by applying an elec- 
trostatic field in the interaction region. that would 
quench any high Rydberg states if they were 

formed. Even with a field of 2 kV/cm there was 
no decrease in chemiluminescence intensity. and 
no ions (which would be formed by high Rydberg 
quenching) were observed. 

Finally we note that the reverse reaction has 
also been observed 1311: .4 + Xq + AX* + X. This 
process has a large cross section when the halogen 
is excited to a specific energy level. of the order of 
10 eV. This is consistent with the assumption. 
made above. that a specific XI couples efficiently 
(i.e.. via a one-electron transfer) with the ionic 
potential. providing an ionic intermediate mecha- 
nism for the reverse reaction. 

The assumption made at this point is that the 
probability for the trajectories on the ion-pair 
potential to pass through a second crossing to the 
A + XI potential depends upon the internuclear 

distance r of the X;. The effects of bond stretch- 
ing on the crossing probability are well known 
from M/X, studies [4]. As shown in fig. 4, X, has 
a larger equilibrium distance than X2. causing it to 
be formed in an excited vibrational state. The 
bond-length varies between rl and I-?. and (as can 
be seen in fig. 4) the energy E*( r ) of Xf depends 
strongly upon r. As the X; bond stretches E*(r) 
decreases. and therefore the second crossing dis- 
tance decreases. i.e., the E* level in fig. 3 moves 
down. causing it to cross the ionic curve at a 
smaller Ra_ The result is that the incoming trajec- 
tory sees the second crossing distance R: vibrating 
as a breathing sphere, due to the vibrational mo- 
tion of XT. The total probability for the A++ Xy 



trajectories to reach R:(r) and to cross to the 
A + Xe curve is affected by the Xg vibration in a 
number of ways: 

(i) The coupling-matrix element depends cs- 
ponentially upon the Vi - I/* crossing distance 
[20]. where Vi is the ion-pair potential and I’* is 
the A + Xt potential. This means that for smaller 
values of Kz (occurring when r is large) the potcn- 
tials are more adiabatic and an electron jump is 

more likely. 
(ii) The total coupling-matrix elrment also dc- 

pends upon the X; to X; vibrational-transiti~~l~ 
matrix element. which is more favorable \vhen the 
molecular ion is stretched. 

(iii) Obviously_ if E*(r) drops below E,,,,,, (the 
bottom of the ionic potential well) the ET channel 
is cut off completely. 

(iv) In the Landau-Zener model the crossing 
probability also depends on the relative velocity. 
In this case that is the relative velocity of A’+ Xi 
with respect to the motion of the crossing distance 
Rz [Xl. 

For all these reasons the phase of the Xi 
vibration at the time the second crossing Rz is 
reached determines the crossing probability. The 
important collision trajectory parameter is the tinw 
I, required for the trajectory to pass from R, to 
Hz. as compared to the vibrational period 7 of the 
XT _ In order to illustrate the phase-matching con- 
ditions between T and I, which allow escitation 
transfer to occur. we have performed simple 
trajectory calculations. assuming zero impact- 
parameter collisions. The Coulomb potential \V:IS 

used for A’+ Xl. and a harmonic oscillator 
potential was used for X;. corresponding to the 

Xi ground-vibrational-state frequency [ 171. 
R(A’-X;) and R:(r) were calculated as a func- 
tion of time following the crossing to the ionic 
potential at R, on the incoming trajectory. The 
results for Ar* + Cl, collisions are shown in fig. 6. 
At I = 0 the system is at R, with its initial rclati\‘e 
ve:locity and the particles begin their acceleration 
along the Coulomb potential (fig. 3). R(Xr--Cl:) 
is shown as a function of time for different initi;ll 
collision velocities. At I = 0 the CI; vibration also 
begins its expansion phase (fig. 4,. causing E* to 
drop below Ellli,,. as shown by the dashed line in 

fig. 6. ET cannot occur for the high-velocity trajrc- 

tories. because they arrive at E,,,,,, hrforr the Cl; 
contraction phase returns E’ above El,,,,,_ There is 
;I rungs of ION- velocities \vhich arrive at RT during 

the contraction phase I\-hen E’ > E,,,,,. and this 
temporal region determines the \-rIocity range 
lvhere ET can occur. Furthermorr. there should be 
a velocit_v in this range \vhich gives 9 niininiunl in 
the ET cross section. corresponding to one corn- 
plstc Cl; vibration. because the coupling marriz 
ekment -is smallest \vhrn r is smallest. These 
yualitakx observations are in agrecmsnI \Virh rhs 
results stio~xi in fig. 5 for .4r* i Cl T _ 

The above discussion and the calklated resulrs 

slio\vn in fig. 6 are for zero impact-par3msttr 
collisions of Ar* \vith Cl,. In the thermal colli- 

sion-energy region. .Iw/S 2 reactions are 
donlinatrd by large impact-parclmersr reactive 
tra_iectories. The radial velocities of these trajccto- 
ries are slo\ver than those of small imp;~ct-p3rame- 
ter Irajectorics with rhe sanw inirial relative v&c- 
ity. The presence of all imprtci parameters \viil 
smear out the results predicted bx plots such as 
fig.. 6. hut the qualitative conclusions remsin the 
s;31ne. The present simple model also isnares cmn- 
plicarions which may occur after crossing to rhc 
X + S; potential. such as possible coupling \vith 
other potentials at short range. and recrossing IO 

the ionic potential on the nutgoing tra_jectorv. 
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It can now be understood why the excitation- 
transfer velocity dependence is so different for 
different molecules. Replacing Cl2 by Br, has two 
effects: the vibration is slower and the energy of 

the excited molecule is lower. As a result, only the 
very slow trajectories will reach the second cross- 
ing after a Br; vibrational period, when E* is 
above E,,;,,. The main effect of replacing Ar by Kr 
is to shift the energy levels. The energy of Kr( ‘PZ) 
is lower than that of Ar( -‘P,) by 1.6 eV. This 
lowers the Kr’-Cl; curve. and as a result E*(r) 
remains above Erllin throughout the Cl; vibration. 
The resultant trajectories are sketched in fig. 7 for 
Kr*,‘Cl?. For specific initial velocities R* may 
now be passed several times during the trajectory. 
The cross-section energy dependence is therefore 
more complex, and more sophisticated calcula- 
tions are required to predict the form of aE,./uT. 

The calculations described above are based on 

approximate models and parameters. For example. 
the diatomic-potential curves of fig. 4 are per- 
turbed by the presence of A*_ and are therefore a 
function of R(A-X,). which is a function of the 
A-X? trajectory [23]. There are also important 
parameters that are not accurately known. such as 
the vertical electron affinities of the halogen mole- 
cules and the values of E*(r). We estimate the 
excitation energy for the ‘IIzs state of the halo- 
gens to be of the order of 10 eV for Cl, and Br2 

Fig. 7. Same as fig. 6. for Kr’-CIT. With this system E*( r,,,) 

’ L, throughout the Cl; vibrational motion. R: has its 
maximum when the Cl, vibration is at its inner turning point. 
A second (smaller) maximum results when the Cl5 vibration 
reaches its outer turning point. 

and of the order of 8 eV for I,. This may be 
helpful for understanding the different branching 
ratios. considering that the ‘P? levels for Ar, Kr 
and Xe are at 11.5, 9.9 and 8.3 eV. respectively 
1241. Excitation transfer seems to compete with 
atom transfer most effectively in those cases where 
the excitation energy of the halogen is close to the 
metastable level and therefore Rz(r,) is close to 
R,. This is because the phase matching for such 
systems is like that of fig. 7 rather than fig. 6. The 
curve-crossing probability is expected to be further 
enhanced for large impact-parameter collisions. 
which - slowed down by the centrifugal potential 
- spend more time on the intermediate ionic 

surface. Hennessy and Simons [7] observed in 
polarization measurements that KrBr* formed in 
Kr* + Br, reactions is significantly less rota- 
tionally alligned than XeBr* formed in Xe* + Br2 
reactions. Kr*/Br, also has the largest branching 
ratio for ET (table 2). The trajectories leading to 
ET instead of AT are apparently those that would 
otherwise have caused a large product alignment_ 
i.e. the ones with large impact parameters, con- 
sistent with our model. 

Simons [25] has proposed a different model to 
explain the ET/AT branching ratios, assuming 
more attractive A* + X, potentials that would 
cross with the A + Xf surface. rather than with the 
ionic surface. This underscores the fact that more 
accurate potentials are required in order to fully 
understand these systems. However, we conclude 
that our exprimental results are well described by 
a model based on crossing from the A* + X2 
surface to the A’+ X, surface, followed by cross- 
ing to the A + X2 surface with a probability which 
is a function of phase matching between the colli- 
sion trajectory and the vibrational motion of X;. 
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